Cross-modal plasticity in adult single-sided deafness revealed by alpha band resting-state functional connectivity.
Single-sided deafness (SSD) or profound unilateral hearing loss is the condition where the transfer of acoustic information to the brain is restricted to one ear. SSD impairment is most evident under adverse acoustic environments with overlapping interference, which burdens cognitive resources. It is known that bilateral deafness induces cross-modal brain plasticity within visual cortical areas. Here we investigate whether similar cross-modal plasticity is observed in adult-onset SSD. In SSD patients (n ​= ​29) and matched controls (n ​= ​29) we estimated voxel level resting-state power and functional connectivity in the alpha band (8-12 ​Hz) from magnetoencephalography (MEG) data. We examined both global functional connectivity (mean functional connectivity of each voxel with the rest of the brain), and seeded functional connectivity of primary auditory cortices (A1), primary visual cortices (V1) and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) of the default mode network (DMN). Power reduction was observed in left auditory cortex. Global functional connectivity showed reduction in frontal cortices and enhancement in visual cortex. Seeded functional connectivity of auditory cortices showed reduction in temporal, frontal and occipital regions, and enhancement in parietal cortex. Interestingly, seeded functional connectivity of visual cortices showed enhancement in visual cortices, inferior parietal lobe, post-central gyrus, and the precuneus, and reduction in auditory cortex. Seeded functional connectivity of PCC showed reduction in frontal cortical regions that are part of the DMN, attention, and working memory networks. Adult-onset SSD exhibited widespread cross-modal brain plasticity involving alterations in auditory, visual, attention, working memory and default mode networks.